their geometry and solid state packing motifs as means to predict functional properties of the resulting solids. These predictions should further stimulate the use of curved carbon-rich molecules in materials chemistry. We also employ several buckybowls as non-planar polyaromatic templates toward coordination of a planar trinuclear mercury complex, C_8F_12Hg_3. The effects of matching/mismatching the planar and non-planar surfaces of interacting partners result in imposing and storing strain energy in the solid state. The photoluminescent properties of such hybrid systems will be discussed.

Recent studies indicate that, in few cases, the thermodynamic considerations outweigh the kinetic ones. The study on the formation of cobalt succinate phases provided the first insight towards this aspect [1], which showed that denser higher dimensional structures are formed on increasing the reaction temperature through entropy driven dehydration pathway. As this respect the existence of eight well-characterized phases of cobalt pyromellitate containing water offers a rare opportunity to examine the role of various reaction variables in determining which structure forms. However, since these cobalt-bta phases have been prepared by different research groups and by different procedures, a retrospective examination of the effect of the reaction conditions on the product formation is difficult, i.e. the synthesis temperature. With this idea in mind we have undertaken a study of the Co(II)-bta system as a function of kinetic (crystal growth/synthesis technique) and thermodynamic parameters (temperature/pressure). In this study, fifteen phases have been structurally and magnetically characterized, showing a wide variance of structural (from 0D to 3D) and magnetic (from isolated Co(II) ions toward long range order) behaviours and also his structural-magnetic relation-ship has been done.
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We are particularly interested in the realization of organic-inorganic systems with flexible dynamic frameworks that can create pores on demand to accommodate small guests [1]. Recently we have reported that size and shape of the organic ligands are crucial in determining the inclusion propensity of these materials[2]. In particular, wheel-and-axle trans-Pd(II) complexes of carbinol ligands (waam) have shown suitable structural requisites to give reversible host-guest properties [3]. Here we investigate the influence on inclusion properties of shape modifications by changing the metal stereochemistry and the wheel hindrance, showing that both axle linearity and wheel bulkiness are needed to realise inclusion. We then present new metal-organic wheel-and-axle (waam) systems based on ruthenium half-wheel-and-axle systems, designed in order to favour the creation of bistable flexible networks.
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